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Abstract: Now a days the water is wasting in many ways like flood, sewage mixture, evaporation loss etc., so we are planned to
reduce evaporation losses in natural water bodies by using the shade balls method. This project was first done in California, Los
Angel by the Department of Water and Power (LADWP) in the year 2011 and their aim to prevent the harmful things, algae and
cancer-causing chemical formation by blocking U-V rays and main aim to prevent the evaporation loss. The aim of Plastic Shade
Balls is to save the water at drought conditions and in summer seasons etc. These Plastic Shade Balls are eco-friendly with nature
they do not cause any severe problems to the human beings and also to the water in the reservoir. Plastic Shade Balls mainly
reduce or avoid bromated levels in holding tank or area, the bromate levels are reduced where the surface is covered with these
balls. The formation of chemical compounds is prevented due to non-occurrence of chemical reactions in reservoir water and also
these plastic shade balls used to prevent ultra-violet radiation.
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INTRODUCTION
California, A state in United States began sending out
and using shade balls in 2008 as a way to reduce
bromate levels and also prevent seaweed, etc growth.
The LA Department of water and power picked shade
balls over other, more expensive covers for the city’s
biggest holding tank or area that would have cost an
extra $250 million dollar. Shade balls are small plastic
balls made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE). Shade
balls are coated with carbon black (used in food plastic)

Black shade balls

floats on the reservoir.
Now a days the (liquid state to gas state rate is an
important factor which influences the effect on holding
tank which includes slow evaporation rate and
prevention of sun light is help full to save the reservoir
water. These shade balls also used in airports to reduce
bird being attracted to nearby drainage ponds, thus to
reduce the Collisions to plane moment. Los angel’s
department of water and power (LADWP). The balls
Black shade balls

can save 1.7 million cubic meters of water from
evaporation. But they require 2.9 million cubic meter of

The shade balls can cover the surface of reservoirs or

water in their production. These shade balls are black in

tank for a life of 10 years. It doesn’t require any

color to protect the inside plastic material from UV rays.

maintenance; each shade ball costs 36 cents in dollars.
These are the finest shade balls also prevents oncea-year loss of evaporation about 300million gallons of
water. They contain low bromate levels and it also
reduces the growth of bacterial form like algae.

Black shade balls
These shade balls are partially filled with water to avoid
being blown by wind. HDPE is commonly used for food
Black shade balls

and beverage containers as well as water distribution
pipes.

The shade balls are round in shapes which are easy to
float on reservoir surface. Why these balls are not used
in other shapes? Because the birds cannot stay on round
shaped shade balls for long time, so the birds don’t have
the chance to pollute the water. They are 10cm diameter
and consist of 210ml of water in it. We fill the shade ball
with water to increase Mass of it. Mainly these balls are
used to block sunlight that causes evaporation losses
(change of water from liquid state to gas state). the idea
was first introduced by microdyne.
Black shade balls
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Bromate is a suspected human cancer-causing

thing,
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Nadu.But we cannot prevent the evaporation losses in

“says heartsick. But the use of shade balls protects from

our

state,

slowly the government

taking some

sunlight and prevents the chemical reaction, which

precautions which may not work properly. Shade balls

makes bromide. Why 96 million shade balls dumped

is an advanced technology with high maintenance cost

into the LA holding tank or reservoir surface area may

but it can protect the reservoir surface water up to 10

not save water. The los Angeles department of water

years. This type of investigation is helpful to compare

said the shade balls could keep contaminants out of the

the amount of water losses in current year and previous

water and reduce the change from a liquid state to gas

years and also this is study is helpful save the water for

state of the holding tank by 85 to90% during their time

future usage purposes. Black color is a reflector of

period with not enough rain. A recent engineering

sunrays which doesn’t allow the vaporization process.

honors graduate has experimented with the idea of

This shade balls on a great job against the bacterial

using plastic recycled bottles as a barrier. Eliza

growth in reservoir.

anchoring studied the University of NSW; she says her
research has found that installing bottles can cut water

OBJECTIVES

by up to 70% on farm drams.

The

plastic

shade

balls

decrease

suspected

cancer-causing disease in drinking water. Water
vaporization is decreased over 90% metropolitan water
district of los angles. Any wild life animals and birds
cannot land on the shade balls, so the water is not
wasted. Shade balls having very slow evaporation rate
and it avoids the chemical reactions to form chemical
Black shade balls

compounds in reservoir water.
The plastic used in this black shade balls is a recyclable
plastic, so they cannot harm the water in the holding

SCOPE

area and also it can be reused for other purposes. They

The aim of project leads to reduce the water loss or rate

can decrease the rate of evaporation of the reservoir up

of evaporation in summer seasons, drought conditions.

to 85 to 90% mainly at drought conditions. Dumping of

This concept is a new trend which is available in los

shade balls in reservoir helpful to prevent the

Angeles, California which is used to save the water for

cancer-causing diseases and saves the water.

drinking purposes, agriculture usage and prevention of

The black shade ball is filled with air and 205ml or

bacterial growth etc.

210ml of water in it, so they cannot immerse deeply and
can’t blow away. Shade balls are ecofriendly balls that
could be used in lakes, ponds, streams and reservoirs.
Generally, in foreign countries like Los Angeles the
Shade Balls are used in swimming pools to avoid
reduction of water

Black shade balls
This study is useful to prevent the cancer disease, which

Black shade balls

is generated due to the chemical reaction occurred in
reservoir water. Andhra Pradesh having at the greatest
number of water resources when compare to Tamil
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After that air and some amounts of water are filled with
in shade balls. Mainly these Plastic Shade Balls avoid
the bacterial growth like algae in reservoir water and it
also used to prevent the cacogenic diseases. These
Plastic Shade Balls can save the at drought conditions.
In India especially in Tamil Nadu and Karnataka are
fighting for Kaveri River Water. Due to the less amounts
of drinking water is available. The reason behind it is

Black shade balls

evaporation losses in Kaveri River. These Evaporation

EFFECT OF CHLORINATION IN RESERVIORS:
Due to the presence of bacterial organisms in water, we
add some amount of chlorine in it. Therefore, it kills the
algae production. In Drinking water bodies, bromine
(Br-)ions are present where the chlorine(cl-)ions are
reacting with each of them. Thus,bromate is formed.
The formation of bromate may leads to cause health
issues to human beings, immediately it will not hurt but
it may have long term health effects
At the concentrations found in drinking water, chlorine
is nontoxic to humans. People started adding chlorine to
water in early as the 1800s, when they realized it had
disinfectant properties. During that time, when water
went untreated, it was common for people to contract
waterborne diseases such as cholera, as disinfectant
helped to lower disease rate and keep city-dwellers safe.
Mainly adding of chlorine is useful to kill the
microorganisms or bacterial organisms present in
water. Due to this disinfection will takes place.Chlorine
poisoning can be very serious and causes symptoms like
nausea

and

vomiting,

coughing

and

wheezing,

shortness of breath etc.

losses are mainly caused by sunlight with high
temperatures

(Summer

Seasons)

and

drought

conditions. To reduce this type of issues, both Tamil
Nadu and Karnataka state Chief Ministers taking
appropriate measures to prevent the conflicts, but they
were failing in implementing them. Previously, A Study
was conducted in the Nehru Pond at Namakkal District,
India. To evaluate the efficiency using of Shade Balls in
reduction of evaporation from water surface. HDPE and
Carbon Black Plastic Shade Balls covers the reservoir
surface areas. This study shows that the shade balls can
reduce 43% to 45% of evaporation losses in the
reservoirs. In India especially water is wasted by
evaporation losses or water vapor, so we need to control
it or reduce it. In California’s Shade Balls are high-cost
material, it can stop the evaporation losses up to 47%,
when compared to India, but in our country the Shade
Balls cost is low and they can prevent vapor losses up to
45% only. Anyway, these Plastic Shade Balls are
eco-friendly with nature and they can easily float on
reservoir.
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